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One part riveting account of fieldwork and one part rigorous academic study, Brand New China
offers a unique perspective on the advertising and marketing culture of China. Wang's
experiences in the disparate worlds of Beijing advertising agencies and the U.S. academy
allow her to share a unique perspective on China during its accelerated reintegration into the
global market system.

“This book will find a readership among industry participants, students of China, and academic
researchers of China's rapidly emerging consumer culture. There are few persons better
qualified than Jing Wang to speak about China's cultural reforms, and Brand New China fills a
gap in the literature.” �Michael Keane, author of Created in China: the Great New Leap
Forward“Few have gone as far as Jing Wang in combining marketing research with cultural
analysis, and no other author has provided as detailed, penetrating, and up-to-date a portrayal
of the processes of transnational advertising and marketing in China. Brand New China is a
fast-paced and fascinating book.” �Yuezhi Zhao, author of Communication in China: Political
Economy, Power and Conflict “In Brand New China, Jing Wang uses Chinese advertising as an
optic through which to scrutinize this tension between Eastern and Western approaches to the
market...Her book is a thoroughly enjoyable and well-written tour d'horizon of branding and
advertising strategy.” �John Feffer, The Nation“Brand New China uses the methodology and
perspectives of cultural analysis to produce a detailed study of branding and advertising in
China...The book is original, well researched and based on a wide-ranging appreciation of both
popular and literary Chinese culture.” �Delia Davin, Times Higher Education Supplement“Brand
New China blurs the line between storytelling and statistical analysis, making for an interesting,
complex read...Think of Freakonomics crossed with your freshman year anthropology textbook
crossed with a business meeting--no-nonsense, analytical, and frequently surprising...Wang
brings China forth as an individualistic consumer culture that may shock Western readers with
both its idiosyncrasies and parallels to Western markets. She offers insight on what is today an
immensely important piece of the international puzzle, and cleverly pulls together the
psychological and traditional elements of commercial culture to create a well-rounded,
illuminating read.” �Rachel Smucker, popmatters.com“This book is not only important to
professionals and scholars with an interest in China--Brand New China will be a valuable
resource for anyone interested in the future of advertising.” �Christina Spurgeon, International
Journal of Advertising --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorJing Wang
(1950–2021) was Professor of Chinese Media and Cultural Studies, S. C. Fang Professor of
Chinese Language and Culture, and Director of the New Media Action Lab at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. She received fellowships from the Radcliffe Institute of
Advanced Studies, the National Humanities Center, and the Chiang Ching-Kuo Foundation,
and was a recipient of the Overseas Distinguished Professor Award given by China’s Ministry
of Education. She was the Founder and Secretary General of NGO2.0, a nonprofit in China
specializing in technology-driven and social media–powered activism, and was the author of
Brand New China: Advertising, Media, and Commercial Culture; The Story of Stone; and High
Culture Fever: Politics, Aesthetics, and Ideology in Deng’s China. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.
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Brand New China Bridgerton, Brand New China bristol, Brand New Brittney Griner, Brand New
Bruce Willis, Brand New Bruce Cassidy, Brand New Brad Pitt

Cheryl R. Z. Sabas, “I bought this as a college textbook. It arrived .... I bought this as a college
textbook. It arrived on time, it was a challenging read, but I got an A in the class.”

Kate Catalano, “It was a good. Bought it for school. It was a good read”

Rolf Dobelli, “Thoughtful examination of marketing in China. This is a hybrid book, part
academic treatise and part business report. Although her practical experience in the world of
advertising is minimal (consisting of several summers spent working in an ad agency in China),
professor Jing Wang has applied her academic skills to study advertising in China. Her book
does not speak primarily to advertising practitioners as much as to her fellow academics. Much
of her content will also interest media professionals - if they can stay the course through her
interesting, but somewhat disorganized professorial prose. getAbstract finds that Wang is at
her best when relating anecdotes about advertising successes and failures in the Chinese
market. She also shines when providing cultural insights that show how and why Western
marketers have failed in the Middle Kingdom. Wang speaks with almost glowing anticipation of
what the Olympics might achieve on behalf of "Brand China." Though published in 2008, her
book clearly went to press before the earthquake, the fresh controversy over Tibet and the
demonstrations that brought a new kind of attention to the Chinese Olympics.”

sinologist, “an exquisite account of modern-day chinese advertising and consumer culture. I
was surprised that a cultural studies critic can produce a book that is so much fun to read and
so creative in its treatment of topics that most humanities academics are not equipped to talk
about. Unlike most books that recycle a single thesis in every chapter, this book grips your
attention from the beginning to end. Every chapter opens up a new terrain. I learned a great
deal about contemporary China (not just about Chinese consumers and advertising) from
those intriguing stories and analyses. The author's attempt of breaking out of the
methodological confines of his field is quite admirable. I believe that he's quite successful at
that. He convinced me that pop culture studies can reinvent itself by taking the vantage point
of the business world seriously. The stories in this book are playfully told, the language
succinct and witty, and the analysis unpredictable but masterfully delivered. I would imagine
that Jing Wang is a rebel of some kind in his field.  A very smart book.”

Peter M, “surprisingly informative and fun to read. As a lay reader curious about contemporary
China, I was quite surprised by how accessible this book is. Some chapters are a bit difficult to
navigate, but the chapters on cell phone, the bobos (which is so much fun!), and the one about
Haier are a wonderful read. It was recommended to me by a marketing friend. I thoroughly
enjoyed it.”

leoloca, “Libro interessante. Se studiate la lingua cinese o siete interessati all'ambito marketing
e brand in Cina, questo libro è quello che fa per voi. Molto interessate, l'unica cosa che è in
lingua inglese ma è facilmente capibile. Consigliato a tutti.”

Portercircle, “R›O\0�0K0d_…g�0n0Æ0ü0Þ. N�uL0n]åX40h0W0f0`0Q0g0o0j0O0�N�uLN�0nmˆŒ»W00h0W0fSð˜-0W0o0X0•0_N-Vý0k0J0Q0‹0°0í0ü0Ð0ëO�im0n0Ö0é0ó0Ç0£0ó0°N‹O‹0’rì•ê0nSÖgP0k0ˆ0ŠNÔ}00ki�Š<0W0_R›O\0�ˆh—bv„0j0Ó0¸0Í0¹‰–p¹0g0nR�g•0j0‰˜^fø0L0B0‹0K0‚0W0Œ0j0D0L0�g,fø0n0ˆ0F0k0�Nº˜^[fv„0j0¢0×0í0ü0Á0’u(0D0d0d0�N-VýmˆŒ»€�0n‰–p¹0K0‰O�im0n0Ö0é0ó0Ç0£0ó0°0’‰‹0d0•0j0J0W0_fø|M0o0�[Ÿ0oNÊ0~0g0{0h0“0i0j0K0c0_0n0g0o0j0D0K0�0¢0á0ê0«0hN-Vý0nN!e¹0km;RÕbàp¹0’c�0dO\€�0j0‰0g0o0nx�zv0h0D0H0‹0�”



The book by Jing Wang has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 12 people have provided feedback.
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